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   INTRODUCTION
In statistics several estimation methods are available to model a response
function
EY jX  x  mx
 
    x
p
  
with X Y  a pair of random variables with X   IR
p
and Y   IR
They range from parametric methods	 eg linear regression	 to nonpara
metric methods like knearest neighbour methods
All methods	 parametric and nonparametric have advantages and disadvan
tages The parametric models x the model structure completely In terms of
interpretation this is an advantage In the case that the parametric model
does not match the underlying true model we estimate the best approxi
mation in the space of the chosen function class However	 it can be quite
far away from the true model and the conclusion from the estimation may be
wrong
The rst problem in nonparametric estimation arises in the estimation
of model parameters	 eg smoothing parameters These parameters have
to be estimated from the data	 mostly in computerintensive routines The

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next problem arises from the multivariate space itself The so called curse
of dimensionality describes the property of data to become sparse if the
dimension of the space grows For a xed number n of observations and the
volume V p  d
p
depending on the diameter d it follows that the average
distance d
p
between two datapoints is
lim
p 
d
p
 lim
p 
 
p
p
n   
How severe this problem is can be seen for estimation in Silverman  	
Table  on page  and for visualization in Asimov  	 Table  
The most severe problem is that the interpretation of the t of a non
parametric model is very dicult The local averaging property provides no
general structure of the data A possible approach is to introduce structure
in the nonparametric models and to construct semiparametric models Two
methods will be examined in detail Projection Pursuit Regression PPR and
Feedforward Neural Networks FFN
The technique of PPR is rather nonparametric than the FFN	 because non
parametric estimators are used in the estimation process Once the number
of hidden neurons in a FFN is xed the model is parametric The choice of
the number of the hidden neurons makes a FFN regression a nonparametric
technique
The idea of Projection Pursuit has been introduced by Kruskal  
  for exploratory data analysis The term projection implies that we
are looking at projected data and the term pursuit means to nd a good
projection for the purpose of regression
The approach has been successfully implemented for exploratory purposes
by many authors Friedman and Tukey	   Jee	   Huber	   Jones
and Sibson	   Friedman	   Hall	  a Cook and Cabrera	   Cook	
Buja and Cabrera	   Posse	   Nason	   The idea has been applied
to location and symmetry estimation Blough	   Maller	  	 density
estimation Friedman	 Stuetzle and Schroeder	   Chen	   Rejto and
Walter	  
 Rejto and Walter	  	 classication Friedman and Stuetzle	
  a Portier	 Dippon and Hetrick	   Flick	 Jones	 Priest and Herman	
 
 and discriminant analysis Posse	   Ahn and Rhee	   Polzehl	
  Good references about projection pursuit are Jones and Sibson  
and Huber  
In the area of neural networks we have an enormous amount of literature
Good references for this topic are Bishop   and Ripley  
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A pure nonparametric approach can lead to a strong oversmoothing	 since the
sparseness of the space requires to include a lot of space and observations to
do a local averaging for a reliable estimate To estimate the response function
mx from the data fx
   
    x
  p
  y
 
    x
n  
    x
n p
  y
n
g	 Friedman and
Stuetzle   b have suggested the following algorithm
  Set r

i
 y
i

 For j      maximize
R

j
  
n
X
i 
 
r
j 
i
 m
j

T
j
x
i



n
X
i 
 
r
j 
i


by varying over the parameters 
j
  IR
p
k
j
k    and a univariate
regression function m
j

 Dene r
j
i
 r
j 
i
 m
j

T
j
x
i
 and repeat step  until R
j
becomes
small A small R
j
implies that m
j

T
j
x
i
 is approximately the zero
function and we will not nd any other useful direction
This algorithm leads to an estimation of the response function by
m
M
x 
M
X
j 
m
j

T
j
x   
The advantages of estimating the response function are
 We use univariate regression functions instead of their multivariate ana
logues and avoid the curse of dimensionality
 Univariate regressions are easily and quick to calculate
 In contrast to generalized additive models GAM PPR is able to ap
proximate a much richer class of functions
 In comparison to local averaging methods	 eg knn estimator 	 we are
able to ignore variables of no or small information about m
Of course we also have some disadvantages with this model
 We have to examine a pdimensional parameter space to estimate 
j

 We have to solve the problem of selecting a smoothing parameter	 if we
use nonparametric smoothers for m
j

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 The interpretation of a single term may not be easy
For simplicity let us assume that
EX
i
  
  V arX
i
     EY   
  V arY    
Friedman and Stuetzle   b constructed a special smoother for estimating
the unknown regression function m
M
	 similar to the supersmoother Fried
man	  b
Moreover	 they suggested to use backtting to improve the quality of the
estimate Particularly	 it holds that
E

B

Y 
M
X
j 
j k
m
j

T
j
X








T
k
X

C
A
 m
k

T
k
X
Cycle now through k      M      M   and update either 
k
or m
k
or
both of them by
m
k

T
k
x
i
  y
i

M
X
j 
j k
m
j

T
j
x
i

  How good is the approximation 
We have described how to do PPR But which kind of function can be picked
up by PPR easily and which not 
Donoho and Johnstone   examined the approximation of bivariate
polynomials by a PPR in comparison to kernel based methods For their
examinations they chose
fx  y  z

  x

 x

y

 
x

y

 x

y

 y

evaluated on          
Figure    shows the general problem of estimating a multivariate function
the corners contain the structure We need either a lot of datapoints within
the whole area or we need datapoints at the right place In practice either
situation is dicult to get
Moreover Donoho and Johnstone   showed that radial functions eg
fx  y  g
p
x

 y

 can be approximated better by PPR than functions
where the oscillation is averaged out locally
To overcome the last problem we may use a local PPR algorithm The
idea is to nd a point 
j
and use a neighbourhood of it to estimate a local
regression function
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plotted in           
m
j
x  m
j

j
 
T
j
x
For a unique location estimate we may choose j
j
j to be minimal
Since 
j
 
T
j
x denes a line in IR
p
	 we can compute the distances from
the line for each observation The distance can be used to dene a weight of
an observation for the regression
This approach has some serious disadvantages the interpretation of the
location parameters 
j
and the projection vectors 
j
will be dicult The
optimization involves a search within a much larger space than IR
p 

Another way to handle the problem might be a dierent method of decom
position of the space orthogonal to 
j
 Let us assume that the model for the
data in Donoho and Johnstone   is
mx
 
  x

 
M
X
i 
G
j
f
j  
x
 
  f
j 
x


with G
j
a nonparametric estimate and f
j 
a parametric transformation
of the xcoordinates eg polynomials of xed degree If G is a known link
function then we have a generalized additive model GAM As in general
ized partial linear models GPLM we choose another metric instead of the
euclidean
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  How many terms to choose 
The last section shows that it depends strongly on the underlying regression
function how many terms we have to choose In the case of z

 we need a lot
of projections at least eight to model the regression function appropriately
A method similar to the choice of the number of components in principal
component analysis can be used in PPR too Computing 
j

p
varr
j
 we
get
varr
j

j
  varr
j


j
  
We can construct a plot of j  
j
 and stop if the decrease of the 
j
becomes
too small
Other criteria	 eg standard model selection criteria like generalized cross
validation GCV	 have been used in Hwang	 Lay	 Maechler	 Martin and
Schimert   and Roosen and Hastie   Friedman  a has re
marked that adding more terms than necessary and using a backward step
wise model selection helps to avoid getting stuck in local maxima In the
spline setting of Roosen and Hastie   the authors added terms until two
consecutive increases in the GCV have been noticed Then	 they pruned back
until the number of terms is one less than the number of terms in the model
with the rst minimum of the GCV
  Interpretable Projection Pursuit Regression
Morton   tried to nd a more general approach to increase the inter
pretability of a PPRmodel The rst question is What are interpretable
models 
A simple answer is to choose 
j
 e
j
	 which allows a quite easy inter
pretation But then we are tting an additive model to the data Assume
that the number of terms M is xed Then we have projection vectors

 
    
M 
 A goal could be to get as many zeros as possible in each vector

j
 
j 
    
jp
 such that only some variables contribute to the current
t
The vector

i

M
X
j 


ji
contains the sum of each terms relative contribution to the ith variable
i       p Now	 we can dene an index
S
g
 
p
p  
p
X
i 


i
M

 
p


which measures the individual interpretability of each combination 
 
    
M 

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A large value of the index S
g
means that the dierent variables contribute to
dierent projection vectors
The second question Can we use this index to choose M in practice 
Morton gave the following example
m
M
x
 
  x

 

m
 
 
x

	x

p


M   
m
 
x
 
  m

x

 M  
Which model should be chosen  She constructed three dierent indices	 but
none of them satised her completely A solution would be to return a se
quence of models and let the user with special knowledge about the underlying
topic decide which model suits best
Some practical experience shows that the interpretability drops down	 when
we improve the approximation A possibility might be to use the index as a
penalization during the search for 
j

  Convergence rates
Hall   stated that the convergence rate	 the bias and the variance are
aected by two issues the estimation of 
j
and the estimation of m
j
 He
showed that the estimation of 
j
can be done with the order n
 
whereas
the nonparametric estimation of m
j
has an order worse than n
 
 Since the
standard algorithm can not achieve an order n
 
he proposes a two stage
estimator
  Use an undersmoothed regression estimator to nd 
j
and
 Apply the obtained 
j
in the regression smoother with a correct amount
of smoothing
Hall   considered the case of projection pursuit density estimation
whereas in Hall  b he worked on the PPR case He proved that
p
nh m
j

T
j
xm
j

T
j
x  xN
    
p
nhh
r

 
 

 


  o
p
 
with r 	   the number of smooth derivatives of m
j
 Thus	 the bias is
determined by 
 
	 

and 


 The parameters 
 
and 

are the contribution
of the bias by maximizing the direction	 whereas 


results from the the
bias of the nonparametric estimator	 eg the NadarayaWatson estimator If
we choose the bandwidth window proportional to n
 

to n
 
then we
achieve a parametric rate and get
p
nh m
j

T
j
xm
j

T
j
x  xN
    
p
nhh




 o
p
 
under the assumption that the smoothing parameter h  n
 

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Of course	 an undersmoothed estimate causes a wiggly error function with
a lot of local minima
Huber   has established a weak L

convergence for PPR Jones proved
the norm convergence and Jones   established a O 
p
M nonsampling
convergence rate He used a modication of the PPR algorithm which he
called relaxed PPR Here we choose
m
M	 
x  

M 
n
m
M	 

T
M	 
x m
M
x
o
such that 
  

M 
   and 
M	 
minimizes the norm of
j  
 m
M
x  
 m
M

T
M
xmxj
He gave some examples to estimate the error
e
M
 j m
M
xmxj 
eg by
e

M


M

M 

M

e



e

and

M can be estimated from the data if the ddimensional Fouriertrans
form of mx exists and has a nite L
 
IR
p
 norm Obviously	 the dimension
of the search space will be increased by one to p This applies also to feed
forward networks with one hidden layer and sigmoidal or squashed activation
functions
Rejto and Walter   generalized PPR for a Hilbert space Assuming
that in each step the regression function is choosen as
jm
j

T
j
xj   sup

jm
j

T
xj
with 
      they showed strong convergence for this algorithm Even
though they claimed that a search will be nished earlier	 if we are close to
the global maximum	 an implementation seems rather dicult to us
  Modications
   Other smoothing methods Generally	 other smoothing meth
ods are available Linear k    and polynomial regression of order k 	  
would lead to an approximation of the unknown regression surface by poly
nomials of order k
m
M
x 
X
j

  j
p
c
j

j
p
x
j

 
x
j
p
p
used by Hwang et al   In the study of Roosen and Hastie  
three dierent smoothers smoothing spline	 supersmoother and polynomial
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are compared for known functions m in terms of the fraction of variance
unexplained FVU
FV U
M

n
X
i 
 m
M
x
i
mx
i


n
X
i 
mx
i
 mx
i


with mx
i
   n
P
n
i 
mx
i
 They used the same bivariate functions as in
Hwang et al   a simple interaction function	 a radial function	 a har
monic function	 an additive function and a complicated interaction function
see appendix A  With noiseless data the polynomials perform best for
the simple interaction function	 for the harmonic function and for the com
plicated interaction	 whereas the smoothing splines perform better for the
complicated interaction function and slightly better on the radial function
On noisy data the smoothing splines perform better on all functions except
of the harmonic
Roosen and Hastie   used a modied GCV criterion to determine the
amount of smoothing in their spline approach Let
r
ij
 y
i

M
X
k 
k j
m
k

T
k
x
i

be the partial residual and
d
j

 Mp
M
X
j 
traceS
j


with 
 the smoothing parameter and S
j

 the smoother matrix Dene
GCV
j

 
n
X
i 
r
ij
 m
j

T
j
x
i


n
  d
j

n

and nd the optimal directions and smoothing parameters by cycling through
j      M      M   Hastie and Tibshirani  
 stated that the GCV
tends to undersmooth Because we t residuals in each step of PPR the au
tocorrelation may be interpreted as structure and may lead to catastrophic
overtting They counted the number of local maxima If the number was
above some threshold here  
	 then d
 is replaced by  Mp to remove
the structure that confuses the GCV criterion
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  Optimization criteria As a modication one can apply another
optimization criterion In fact	 R

j
can be viewed as the well known R

criterion in linear regression From linear regression we know other criteria	
eg the minimization of the sum of the absolute deviation
SAD
j

n
X
i 
jr
j 
 m
j

T
j
x
i
j
or the median absolute deviation
MAD
j
 medianjr
j 
 m
j

T
j
x
i
j
for robust estimation Obviously	 all these criteria can be reformulated for
weighted observations
For a large number of variables	 eg in speech or image recognition which
typically consists of several thousands	 Intrator  
 suggested to add not
only a smoothness criterion	 but also a projection pursuit index from ex
ploratory projection pursuit to the error function So	 he can decouple the
search for an interesting projection from the smoothing part
  PPR for moderate non	linearities In practice we often have
the situation that the data do not have strong nonlinearities Thus	 Aldrin	
Blviken and Schweder   suggested to use the ordinary least squares
estimator as an estimator for the direction and to estimate the function non
parametrically Under the condition that the regressors have an elliptically
contoured distribution and the function is approximately monotonous it fol
lows that

j OLS
 E
T
j
Xm
j

T
j
X
j
  
A more complicated method can be used if the expectation in   is near
zero	 eg if m
j
is a symmetric quadratic function It holds that

j OLS
 

j
B

  E
T
j
Xm
j

T
j
X
B   
 
x
Em
j

T
j
XX   
 
x

j

T
j
X
with  
x
the covariance matrix of the regressors A sample version is obtained
by

j OLS




j


B 

 
 
x

 
x


 
 
n
n
X
i 

T
j
X m
j

T
j
X
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
B 

 
 
x
 
n
n
X
i 
m
j

T
j
x
i
x
i
 

 
 
x

j

T
j
x
i

with

 
x
the sample covariance matrix and

 
x
the sample cross covariance
matrix of x and the residuals
The iterative method to nd a direction will be
  Estimate 
j 
via OLS and compute a smooth m
j 
 Compute

j k	 


j k


B



and standardize by 
T
j k	 

 
x

j k	 
  
 Smooth again and obtain a new m
j k	 

 Repeat the steps  and  until
D
k







j k
p

j k
 
x

j k


j k	 
p

j k	 
 
x

j k	 





becomes small
The authors applied this technique to the Boston housing data see section
  
  PPR and Sliced Inverse Regression Li    proposed a
new technique for dimension reduction and regression analysis called sliced
inverse regression
This technique can be used to determine an interesting direction for PPR
Assume that the dependent variable Y will be sliced in S  n
q

  q   
nonoverlapping slices	 so that we can dene
hy 
	
c
k
c kd cS  y  c k   d cS k  
    S   

 otherwise
with c and d constants with c  miny
i
 and d 	 maxy
i
 and c
k

mean
y
i
in the slice k
y
i
 Choose a projection vector 
j 
and minimize the
c
k
s by
n
X
i 
h

y
i
 
T
j 
X
i


nvarh

y
i

 
with the constraint varh
l
y
i
 	 v to avoid to t a constant transforma
tion h The next step is a linear regression to compute a projection vector
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
j l
 Then we compute again a function h
l
	 a projection vector 
j l	 
and
so on
The minimization process over c
k
is equivalent to solve a set of S quadratic
equations in c

    c
S 
which can be solved by iterative algorithms
Note that this method has the same problems as sliced inverse regression
For example	 it will not provide a good 
j
in case that the data are clustered
In fact	   is an approximation to  R

and the minimization is equiva
lent to nd the best linear predictor and a nonlinear transformation function
h Zhu and Li    showed that this method leads to a consistent estimate
for  R


In case of two slices S  	 this method may provide a quick way to nd a
reasonable starting vector 
j
rather than starting with the linear regression
projection
  PP	type regression model Although PPR is designed to over
come the problem of the curse of dimensionality	 Donoho and Johnstone
  showed that the bias of    on page  depends on the dimension of X 	
if the regression function is harmonic Chen    proposed a modication
of the PPR model which is not as !exible as PPR	 but the rate of convergence
is not aected by the dimensionality of X 
For a given M  dimX and a given set of projection vectors 
 
    
M
we can solve the constrained minimization problem
min
n
X
i 
y
i
 mx
i


 
U
x
i
  
with U an open set which contains the unit ball C and  
U
x the indicator
function To avoid several ts along the same direction we choose a constant

  A  	 so that the minimal angle between 
i
and span
 
    
i 
 

i	 
    
M
 is larger than A A choice of A   would lead to an orthog
onal system of projection vectors 
i

If we use polynomial splines of degree q to approximate m
j
	 then the min
imization problem has a unique solution and we can apply model selection
criteria like the nal prediction error FPE or generalized cross validation
GCV based on the residual sum of squares RSS
RSS 
n
X
i 
y
i
 mx
i


 
C
x
i

FPE 
n
C
 traceP
n
I
C

n
C
 traceP
n
I
C

RSS
n
C
GCV 

n
C
n
C
 traceP
n
I
C



RSS
n
C
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with n
C
the number of observations	 P
n
the smoother matrix which minimizes
  y  P
n
x  y  y
 
    y
n
  x  x
 
    x
n
 and I
C
a diagonal matrix with
a   in the diagonal if x
i
  C and 
 otherwise
  Adjoint Projection Pursuit Regression Duan  
 pro
posed an algorithm called adjoint projection pursuit regression which is
similar to sliced inverse regression In linear regression the leastsquares solu
tion LY j 
T
X solves the equation
covX Y  LY j 
T
X  
  
In comparison	 each step in PPR solves the equivalent nonparametric prob
lem
covX RER j 
T
X  

for the residual random variable R instead of Y  From linear algebra	 eg
in Halmos   we have the notation of adjoint linear operators For the
linear least squares regression it follows that  not only solves the equation
 	 but also the equations
covX  LX j 
T
X  Y   
 and  
covX  LX j 
T
X  Y  LY j 
T
X  
  
Duan  
 also formulated the adjoint problem for the nonparametric
case
covX EX j 
T
X  R  

The advantage of estimating EX j 
T
X rather than ER j 
T
X is
that we can delete or modify outliers in a realization of X  This moves the
EX j 
T
X more to LX j 
T
X and does not aect the estimation of 
whereas a modication of y will aect the estimation of 
The disadvantage is that the computation will be more complex then in
PPR To ensure a unique solution for  it is necessary that the true model
is a PPR model and moreover that m
j
is strictly monotonous Donoho and
Johnstone   showed that any reasonable function can be approximated
in this way if M tends to innity The close relationship of PPR to Neural
Networks with monotonous activation functions implies that the monotonicity
is not a too strong assumption Neural Networks with one hidden layer can
also approximate any reasonable function when the number of hidden units
tends to innity See more about the relationship between Neural Networks
and PPR in section   Additionally	 Duan established a xpoint theorem
under the same conditions
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The estimation process works as follows
  Choose an initial estimate 
j 
	 eg the least squares estimate
 Compute the modied regressor
"x
i
 Lx j 
T
j i
x  xEx j 
T
j i
x
by linear and nonparametric regression Duan sliced 
T
j i
x and took
the sample mean over each slice for estimating Ex j 
T
j i
x
 Compute the new 
j i	 
by solving the linear regression of r
j
on "x
i

 Repeat the last steps until some convergence criterion is fullled	 for
example	 when the angle between 
j i
and 
j i	 
falls below some
threshold
 
 Generalized Projection Pursuit Regression
Roosen and Hastie   developed a framework for generalized projection
pursuit regression GPPR In a classication framework PPR is often used
as a regression method which can not take into account the binary structure
of the problem
In analogy of generalized linear models GLM in McCullagh and Nelder
  and GAM in Hastie and Tibshirani  
	 we t
X
i 
m
j

T
j
x
i
  
i
 gy
i

with g a known link function and y has a distribution in the exponential
family
f
Y
y      exp
	
y  b
a
 cy  


In the case that g is the identity we get the standard PPR To compute
the solution of the system we have to combine the PPR algorithm with the
iteratively reweighted least squares IRLS algorithm
  Compute y
i
from the data	 maybe with some adjustment to avoid ex
pressions like log
	 
i 
and weights w
i 

 Use a weighted PPR which minimizes
n
X
i 
w
i k



i k

M
X
j 
m
j

T
j
x
i


A

to get a new predictor 
i k	 
eventually use backtting Compute new
weights w
i k	 
from the predictor 
i k	 

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 Repeat the last step until the convergence criterion

k
  
k	 
 
k 
k
 
k	 
k
k 
k
k
is below some threshold
 Finally prune some of the m
j
 Drop the term of least importance and
backt the terms before
Roosen and Hastie   compared three possibilities of tting binary
data with PPR itself with an identity link function and weights equal to one	
a logistic link with a binomial random component logistic projection pursuit
LPP and a logistic link with a gaussian random component squared error
logistic response SELR The ve functions in section A  are modied by
enclosing them in a logistic function with a scale parameter which describes
the pureness of the data To have purer data means that the regions of 

and   are better separable
Roosen and Hastie   notied numerical problems with SELR in the
case of pure data However	 LPP seems to perform slightly better then PPR
in the case of pure data Otherwise	 PPR seems to be slightly better	 but not
signicantly
 
 Applications of Projection Pursuit Regression
In the scientic literature we nd some applications in chemistry and one in
military science Tian and Rong	  
Beebe and Kowalski   examined the behaviour of an array of Ion
selective electrodes in solutions containing mixtures of Na
	
and K
	
 The
following equations are used to compute the potential of the jth electrode
E
ij
 E

j
 S
j
logc
iNa

K
j
c
iK


with E

j
a electrode specic potential intercept	 S
j
the slope and K
j
the
selectivity coecient The logarithmic relationship arises from the theory
In a rst step	 Beebe and Kowalski replaced the function m
 
by a logarithm
This estimate performs better than the PPR In the second step they did a
PPR and computed the quantities E

	 S and K Table    shows the results
compared with an earlier estimation We can not see any signicant dierence
In fact	 a further investigation shows that the choice of the logarithm is quite
reasonable from the PPR model and the expected behaviour from the theory
has been found
The interpretability is easily achieved	 since the goal of the application is
to compare a model derived from theory with practical experiences
Sekulic	 Seasholtz	 Wang	 Kowalski	 Lee and Holt   did a large study
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PPR model Simplex model
Electrode E
 
j
S
j
K
j
E
 
j
S
j
K
j
      
   
    

 
      

      
      
Table  Estimated constants by a PPR model and another method
with  datasets   simulated	  real and  regression methods principal
component regression PCR	 partial least squares regression PLS	 nonlinear
PCR	 nonlinear principal component regression nonlinear PLS	 nonlinear
partial least squares regression	 locally weighted regression LWR	 projection
pursuit regression	 alternating conditional expectation ACE	 multivariate
adaptive regression splines MARS	 neural networks NN to nd out which
of the methods is most appropriate for multivariate calibration As in Beebe
and Kowalski   the aim is to predict a new sample from the regression
surface For the model validation they chose  criteria the root mean squared
error of cross validation RMSECV if only calibration samples are available
and the root mean squared error of prediction RMSEP if calibration and
prediction samples are available
Data set Calibration Prediction Number of Model
samples samples variables validation
Emission articial    RMSEP
Taguchi x    RMSEP
FIA     RMSECV
M     RMSECV
Cargill   
  RMSEP
Cargill  x     RMSECV
Table  Characteristics of data sets
Emission is constructed to simulate infrared emission of a thin layer of ma
terial on a hot metal surface The emission is simulated for 
 wave
lengths Although PPR should be able to handle such a number of vari
 PROJECTION PURSUIT REGRESSION AND NEURAL NETWORKS
ables the authors have used a partial least squares regression to reduce
the dimensionality of the data set also for MARS and ACE
Taguchi has been taken from an array of  Taguchi gas sensors to measure
responses to varying mixtures of toluene and benzene Here are two
responses present	 one for toluene and one for benzene A dimension
reduction via PCA has been done for LWR
FIA samples consists of varying concentration of iron and nickel  Dimension
reduction has been done for LWR	 PPR	 ACE and MARS
M is from a quality control with  optical measurements  Again dimension
reduction has been done by PLS before using PPR	 ACE and MARS
Cargill	  are samples from soybeans to predict the oil content of the beans
A dimension reduction has been done by PLS before using PPR	 ACE
and MARS
Cargill	 are samples of corn gluten meal from a wet milling process  Two
outputs have been supplied concentrations of moisture and protein
Once again dimension reduction has been done by PLS before using
PPR	 ACE and MARS and PCA before using LWR and NN
As the result of the study Sekulic et al   found that the nonlinear
methods perform best	 but nearly equally well on all datasets The only
exception are the Taguchi data where the NN performs much better than all
other methods Unfortunately	 the authors do not give much details about the
dierences in the models neither any information about the time to compute
the models
Recently van Leeuwen	 Jonker and Gill   has been compared PPR
with PCR and NN for prediction of octane number in gasoline which is a
key property The octane quality is determined by the composition of the
gasoline which can be measured using a gas chromatograph The high quality
chromatograph identies   individual components and we classify them in
 dierent PIANO groups paranes	 isoparanes	 aromates	 napthenes
and olens For each sample and each PIANO group the amount of carbon
is measured For all  gasoline samples the research octane number RON
is known	 and obvious outliers are removed before the analysis As a model
selection criteria RMSEP is used again It turns out that PPR 
 is
slightly better than NN 
 and PCR 
 But the models are quite
dierent	 in PPR   smoothing function	 in NN  hidden units and in PCR 

principal components are used The relationship turns out to be only slightly
nonlinear
The PPR has been applied to the whole dataset and it reveals two steps
The two steps are induced by the occurrence of some outliers dierent com
positions but the same RON This leads to an inspection of the RON values
which are given with one digit after the decimal point It turns out that the
PROJECTION PURSUIT REGRESSION 	
distribution of the digits after the decimal point is not uniform In the class
with 
 as digit after the decimal point are twice as much observations as in
any other class
The authors remark that no guidelines are established	 neither for PPR
nor for NN including the choice of parameters	 what makes the use of these
techniques time consuming for an unexperienced user
  Software
Symbol Denition
LMV logarithm of the median value of owner occupied homes
CRIM per capita rate by town
ZN proportion of a towns residential land zoned for lots greater
than  square feet
IND proportion of nonretail business acres per town
CHAS Charles river dummy variable with value  if tract bounds
on the Charles river
NOX nitrogen oxide concentration parts per hundred millions
squared
RM average number of rooms squared
AGE proportion of owner occupied units built prior to 

DIS logarithm of the weighted distances to ve employment
centers in the Boston region
RAD logarithm of index of accessibility to radial highways
TAX full value property tax rate per  US 
PTR pupil teacher ratio
B Bk   

where Bk is the proportion of blacks in
the population
LSTA logarithm of the proportion of the population of lower status
Table 	 Variables of the Boston housing dataset
   Boston Housing Data Harrison and Rubinfeld   collected
  variables see Table   for 
 districts in the Boston standard metropoli
tan statistic area
After they transformed the variables they did a linear regression to estimate
the relationship between MEDV and the other variables R

 


The standardized coecients of the linear regression and the coecients
of the projection vectors of PPR in XploRe and SPlus for the Boston hous
ing data can be found in Table   Klinke	   The rst projection is
equivalent to the linear regression

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Table 
 Projection vectors from PPR and the linear regression for the
Boston Housing Data The coecients of the linear regression rst line
are rescaled so that the euclidean norm is   Then we see the projections of
a termPPRt in XploRe and the projection of a term and termt
in S Plus
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Fig  First and second term of eight term PPR t of the Boston housing data  
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Figure   shows the rst and second term of a PPR t in XploRe Since
the linear regression ts very well it is sucient to use just one term The
graphic shows that the rst term gives a R

about 
 The second term gives
a R

about 
 on the residuals of the one term t
  S	Plus S Plus oers a intrinsic function for doing PPR
ppr   ppreg xytermno
with x a multivariate variable and y the  dimensional response termno
gives the minimal number of terms which will be used ppr itself is a list of
the following components
ypred the residuals of the tted model
 the squared residuals divided by all corrected sums of squares
alpha a matrix of projection directions used
beta a matrix of the weights for every observation y
i
z a matrix which contains 
T
i
X
zhat a matrix which contains the smoothed values
P
termno
i 
g
i

T
i
X
allalpha threedimensional array which contains the tted alphas for
every step
allbeta threedimensional array which contains the tted betas for ev
ery step
esq contains the fraction of unexplained variance
esqrsp contains the fraction of unexplained variance for every
observation
The algorithm is based on the work of Friedman   and uses backt
ting Since ppreg is an intrinsic function we do not have any insight in the
algorithm
  XploRe The PPR is part of the ADDMODlibrary of XploRe 
additive modeling We have two macros available	 PPR does the PPR	
PPRINTER helps to analyze the found projections and ts The calls are
xs ys vs fs  PPR x cmd and PPRINTERx vs fs
The PPRmacro allows an interactive tting of a PPR model with dierent
smoothers The macro call is
LIBRARYaddmod  Load the addmod library
x  READdjppr  Read a dataset generated from
 Donoho and Johnstone 	
	
xs ys vs fs  PPRx  Do the PPR
From the input variable x it is expected that the last column contains the
response The outputs xs and ys contain the standardized data vs contains
the projection vectors found by a mterm t and fs the tted function values
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When you enter the macro you can choose among dierent smoothing methods
and smoothing parameters
As a result you will get a sequence of pictures as in Figure   In the large
window you see the current t and the projected data The window beyond
the large window shows how the error function will increase by changing the
projection vector The dotted line shows the value of the interpretability
index of Morton The right lower window shows how the error in each term
decreases and the upper window shows the actual projection
The algorithm in S Plus was designed to achieve a result quickly As a
consequence	 S Plus uses an intrinsic function for doing PPR XploRe allows
the user to have a look at the algorithm since everything is written in macro
language Of course the disadvantage is that XploRe needs   minutes to t
one term for the Boston housing data on a DX 

 PC
  NEURAL NETWORKS
   Relationship between Projection Pursuit Regression and
Neural Networks
In recent years articial neural networks ANN became very popular for
pattern recognition	 classication and forecasting problems in medicine	 eco
nomics	 industry	 molecular biology and several other disciplines In practi
cal contents more publications about applying feedforward neural networks
FNN than for applying PPR models can be found	 although both FNNs
and PPR models have the property of being universal approximators One
reason will surely be that the computational algorithm of FNNs is much
easier to understand and therefore easier to program But	 also many ap
plicants seem to be attracted by the magic within the concept of articial
neural networks coming from the idea to model the function of the brain In
the following subsections we will shortly give an impression about the basic
concept of singlehidden layer feedforward neural networks and their relation
to PPR For this we will go into the model architecture	 learning algorithms	
approximation and generalization properties and regularization of neural net
works
  The Model Architecture
For the comparison of neural networks with PPR we will consider the single
hidden layer feedforward network To estimate the regression function
EY jX  x  mx
 
    x
p
      
 
    
l
  
we can build a neural network consisting of p input units	 one layer of a certain
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Fig 	 Architecture of a a one hidden layer FNN with a logistic function # as
activation function and b a PPR model with smoothers $
 
     $
m
 
number of hidden units and one output unit forming the output layer There
are weighted connections between the layers in the direction from the input
to the output The input units represent the input variables	 or predictor
variables in statistical notation The input of the hidden units is then usually
the weighted sum of the values of the input variables whereas the output
units have usually the weighted sum of the outputs of the hidden units as
input The output of each unit is determined by a prespecied activation
function which is often taken to be the identity for the input units	 linear	
logistic	 or a threshold function for hidden and output units Using the
tanh function with range  	  for the hidden units instead of the logistic
function with range 
	  is sometimes said to be practically more convenient
by resulting in faster convergence But	 theoretically there is no dierence	
because they dier only by a linear transformation Taking m logistic hidden
units and a linear output unit we get the following model equation for our
regression function mx  
mx w  w



m
X
j 
w

j
#

w
 
j

p
X
i 
w
 
ji
x
i

with #z 
exp z
 	exp z
the logistic function and   w
 

    w
 
mp
  w


    w

m

The absolute parameters w

and the w
j
are called bias or threshold pa
rameters The similarity to a PPR model is that both project the input vec
tor by the rst layer of weights onto a onedimensional hyperplane followed
by a nonlinear transformation by the activation functions of the hidden units
and a nal linear combination giving the output value Thus	 both reduce
the dimension of the feature space by taking the sum of univariate nonlinear
functions of linear combinations of the input variables to overcome the well
known curse of dimensionality One main dierence is that the activation
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functions in a PPR model can be dierent for each hidden unit and are esti
mated nonparametrically	 whereas they are prespecied parametric functions
eg	 logistic in FNNs
  Parameter Estimation
Once	 we have dened a network architecture the network has to be trained
To train a neural network means to estimate the weights of the connections
within the network Regularization parameters like the weight decay param
eter are optimized seperately Typically	 the parameters in a neural network
are estimated simultaneously	 whereas those in a PPR model are tted suc
cessively for each hidden unit After the projection direction is represented
by the weights between the input and the hidden layer of a PPR model is
found	 the activation function of the current hidden unit is adapted by some
smoothing technique Then	 the weights from the hidden to the output unit
can be estimated by a leastsquares procedure Finally	 using backtting all
weights in the model can be updated together There are hidden units added
to the model until a certain tting criterion is reached
Common error functions for FNNs are the mean squared error
E
S

N
X
s 
jjy
s
mx
s
 jj

 
or the KullbackLeibler distance
E
KL

X
n
X
k
	
y
s
log

y
s
mx
s
 

   y
s
 log

  y
s
 mx
s
 



Obviously	 its minimization is equivalent to minimize the negative loglikelihood
function
E
ML
  logL  
X
n
X
k
fy
s
logmx
s
     y
s
 log mx
s
 g 
For the minimization we have to choose an appropriate optimization method
which depends on the smoothness of the activation functions
The rst and wellknown algorithm to train networks with hidden layers
was the classical backpropagation algorithm generalized delta rule that
was popularized by Rumelhart	 Hinton and Williams   This algorithm
calculates the derivatives of the error function with respect to the weights
recursively from the output to the input layer using the chain rule Of course	
it has to be assumed that the activation functions are dierentiable Origi
nally	 the backpropagation algorithm was only mentioned with respect to the
simple gradient descent method to minimize the sumofsquares error function
of a multilayer perceptron But	 actually the idea of propagating the error
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backwards through the network to compute derivatives can also be applied
to other kinds of networks	 other error functions and to evaluate the second
derivatives like the Hessian matrix	 that is useful for some more higher level
optimization algorithms An exact evaluation of the Hessian matrix is given
in Bishop  
The original backpropagation algorithm works as follows The weights are
updated in a steepest descent direction
%w
ij
 
E
w
ij
with E the error function and step size 	 also called learning rate	 hold xed
Two common update types are possible	 the batch type	 where the weights are
updated after the presentation of the complete training set	 and the sequential
type	 where the weights are updated after each presentation of one element of
the training set This only makes sense	 of course	 for the data arranged in a
random order The advantage of the sequential over the batch method is	 that
if there is redundant information in the data set	 say	 the data set is repeated
 
 times	 then the batch method needs  
 times as long	 while the sequential
method will be unaected by the replication of the data Another advantage
is that the sequential method is basically a stochastic method that has the
chance to escape from local minima In general it is not the goal to nd the
global minimum of the error function	 but to nd a good local minimum	
where the generalization error is supposed to be small It should also be
mentioned that there is a symmetry of the weight space of a feedforward
neural network For a neural network with M hidden units there are M &
M
points in the weight space that generate the same network output But	 for
the matter of the training it is of little importance	 because the minima are
just replicated several times
Because backpropagation can be very slow	 eorts were made to speed up
the convergence One wellknown modication is to add a momentum term
that changes the step width depending on the previous one The updating
formula becomes
%w
ij
 

  
E
w
ij
 %w
ij

previous


But this introduces one more parameter that has to be tuned in some way To
speed up the convergence  and  can be chosen adaptively as the iteration
goes on Another often implemented algorithm is the Quickprop algorithm
Fahlman	  	 that treats the dimensions of the objective function as in
dependent To approximate the error surface by a polynomial of each of the
weights it uses two successive evaluations of the error function and an eval
uation of its gradient The minimum of the parabola is nally taken for the
next weight update But also general unconstrained optimization algorithms
as described in   can be used
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  Initializing the Weights
To t a neural network model we have to choose starting values for the
weights Usually	 they are chosen randomly from a range of small values
They should be random to avoid getting stuck in the rst bad local minimum
To not to drive the sigmoidal activation functions into the saturation regions
where the rst derivative is very small they have to be small enough	 but not
too small in order to avoid the linear part of these activation functions One
general recipe is to generate the starting values for each unit from a Gaussian
with mean zero and standard deviation   d



with d the number of weights
feeding the unit This would result in an input to the unit with variance  	
because
d
X
 


 d

  
Another suggestion is made by Le Cun  	 who recomments the following
activation function
ax     tanh



x

 bx
The main properties of this activation function are that a     and
a     which avoids the saturation of the output units for binary target
values	 and the maximum of the second derivative is at x    The linear
term can also be useful to avoid saturation areas
  Model Complexity and Regularization
Both PPR models and FNNs can approximate any continuous function to
any degree	 provided the model is complex enough The complexity of a
model is given by the eective number of its parameters	 that increases with
an increasing number of units in the hidden layer of a FFN Analogously	 the
complexity of a PPR model increases as the number of its nonlinear terms
increases But the universal approximator property does not say anything
about the statistical properties of the approximation based on noisy data of
limited sample size White  
 shows how the complexity of a FFN must
grow in relation to the size of the data set in order to be consistent But
in practice we want to nd the optimal model complexity given limited and
noisy data In the statistical literature it is often focused on the tradeo
between bias and variance That is	 the meansquared error can be divided
in a bias and a variance component of the estimated regression function Both
can contribute to poor performance Asymptotically	 both should approach
zero for a consistent estimate for increasing sample size But in practice	
with nite sample sizes it is a complicated issue to balance them Geman	
Bienenstock and Doursat	   In nonparametric regression analysis eg	
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kernel regression this is done by adjusting a bandwidth parameter which is
responsible for the smoothness of the tted function For a bandwidth too
large	 the tted function will be very smooth and will not be able to detect
details of the real regression function Thus	 a bias component is introduced
For a very small bandwidth the estimator will learn the noise of the data which
increases the variance component of the error function and thus will not be
able to generalize well For FNNs there is a number of heuristic methods to
nd the optimal complexity Such methods range from regularization	 early
stopping	 growing and pruning algorithms to using committees of networks
Regularization  One possibility to handle the biasvariancetradeo is reg
ularization that is to add a penalty term to the error function In the neural
network literature weight decay is one of the most often used approach to
regularization Weight decay means to add a fraction d of the sum of squared
weights of the current model to the error function and we get
E
d
 E
S
 d
X
ij
w

ij
with w
ij
the weights in the network in order to penalize large weights during
the training process Before applying this regularization method the input
variables should be normalized One way to choose the weight decay param
eter d is by crossvalidation CV Stone	   Efron and Tibshirani	  	
that is	 by minimizing an estimate of the generalization ability with respect to
the following algorithm We divide the training set D in a specied number
of subsets D
j
of sizes N
j
	 D  
D
j
  D
j
  
P
N
j
 N 	
train the network for all but one of these subsets D
D
j

and estimate the
generalization error CV
D
j
using the subset left out as a test set
	 CV
D
j
d 
 
N
j
P
x
l
 Y
l
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Y
l
 f
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  D
D
j




This is repeated for all subsets Finally	 the generalization error is averaged
over all subsets which gives the crossvalidation error CV
D
	 CV
D
d 
 
k
P
k
j 
CV
D
j

 
d
min&
The optimal d out of a given onedimensional grid is that with minimal CV
D
within the training data set One disadvantage of weight decay is that it is not
consistent with linear transformations of the input or output units Bishop
  gives a regularizer that is scaleinvariant for the weights and that is
also shiftinvariant for the threshold parameters By extending the backprop
agation algorithm to the second derivatives Bishop	   it is also possible
to use curvature information in the regularization term Closely related to
the technique of regularization is training with noise Sietsma and Dow	
   Some noise that has zero mean and is uncorrelated between the inputs
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is added to each input before it is used for training This procedure is closely
related to regularization Bishop	   and can improve the generalization
performance Another way to improve the generalization performance is by
soft weight sharing Nowlan and Hinton	  	 which means that groups
of weights are encouraged to have similar values This is reached by assuming
a mixture of Gaussians
pw 
J
X
j 

j
'
j
w
as the probability distribution of the weights By taking the negative log
likelihood

X
i
log pw
i
  
X
i
log


J
X
j 

j
'
j
w
i


A
as a regularization term
Early Stopping  An alternative approach to regularization is early stop
ping While the training error is in general monotonically decreasing during
the training process the test error often begins to increase as the network
starts to overt the data The idea is to reduce the eective number of de
grees of freedom of the network by stopping the training process at the point
of the smallest test error It is expected that the resulting network will give
a low generalization error for so far unknown examples
Committees of Networks  Instead of training dierent networks and choos
ing the one with the best generalization performance it is also possible to
combine the networks together to a committee Perrone and Cooper	  
The output of a committee network is the weighted average over the outputs
of the individual networks It can be shown that
E
committee
 E
ave
with E
ave
the average error of the individual networks
Number of Hidden Units  There are many heuristic methods to nd the
optimal number of hidden units Usually one starts with a very small net
work and add hidden units sequentially until a certain criteria is fulllled
CascadeCorrelation CC Fahlman and Lebiere	  
 and Sequential
Network Construction SNC Moody	   belong to this class of methods
In SNC the optimal number of hidden units is reached when the generaliza
tion error begins to increase The idea of CC is to maximize the correlation
between the output of the new weight and the current residual error and to
stop when no signicant error reduction has occurred Both are in a certain
sense comparable with adding terms in PPR	 but not completely analogue If
the resulting network is supposed to be relatively small or if there is a enough
computing power available than one can also start with a large network and
prune out the unimportant connections or units Examples for those methods
are Optimal Brain Damage LeCun	 Denker and Solla	  
 and Node
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Pruning Mozer and Smolensky	  
  OPTIMIZATION METHODS
The estimation of the parameters of a nonlinear regression function
fx      
 
    
l
  
typically requires the minimization of some kind of an error function h
like the weighted or unweighted squared error or the negative loglikelihood
function Often these minimization problems cannot be solved analytically	
and an iterative method has to be applied Usually	 such an error function
represents a landscape of hills and valleys	 so that we hope to nd at least one
of the whole lot of local minima Generally	 we decide among three approaches
to iterative minimization of a function h
  Methods using second derivatives of h in terms of  Newton method	
modied Newton methods	
 methods using the rst derivatives of h simple gradient descent	 discrete
Newton methods	 quasiNewton methods	 conjugate gradient methods
and
 methods using just function values	 but no derivatives of h Direct search
methods	 for example	 the simplex algorithm
The choice of the optimization method plays a key role in implementing
neural networks and projection pursuit methods For neural networks this is
stressed by LeCun   and for projection pursuit methods by Posse  
For neural networks it seems that Newton methods perform quite well	
whereas in projection pursuit models simpler methods like the simplex algo
rithm	 simulated annealing or even random searches are prefered
   Modied Newton Methods
The modied Newton methods make use of both the gradient vector and the
matrix of second derivatives	 the Hessian matrix	 of the function h For the
second derivatives available it is said to be the most robust and reliable method
for minimizing a general smooth function The classical Newton method is
modied either in the Hessian to nd a descending search direction or in the
step length of the Newton step The idea of the classical Newton algorithm	
also called NewtonRaphson algorithm	 is as follows
	 Let
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be the gradient vector and
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the Hessian matrix
	 Take a second order truncated Taylor series approximation at the point
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and choose  to minimize the right side of   
 in the sth step	

s
 H
 

s
g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s
 
which is called the Newton step
For the starting point 
 
close enough to a local minimum 

	 the Newton
method will converge at a quadratic rate	 that is

  lim
s 
jj
s	 
 

jj
jj
s
 

jj


However	 there are two main reasons for the necessity of the modication of
the classical approach
  The Newton step may be too long with the danger of increasing h
Thus	 there is the need of an adjustable step length 

s

 The Hessian may not be positive denite in each iteration	 so that it
does not ensure a descent direction of the next step In this case the
Hessian H
s
is usually replaced by a positive denite matrix
"
H
s

Thus	 a modied sth Newton step would take on the form

s
 

s
"
H
 

s
g
s

For further information about how to get 

s
and
"
H see Seber and Wild  
Modied Newton methods tend to have fast local convergence and are able to
detect saddle points	 because they use curvature information But the calcula
tion of the second derivatives can be very timeconsuming	 and much storage
place is needed There are also attractive minimization algorithms using only
rst derivative information Examples of such methods are discrete Newton
methods using nite dierences of the gradient to approximate the Hessian
matrix	 conjugategradient methods based on the concept of conjugate direc
tions	 and quasiNewton methods	 also known as variablemetric methods	
approximating the Hessian gradually as the iteration proceeds In terms of
abbreviation only the last mentioned method is described here But rst	 the
principle of the simple gradient descent algorithm will be explained
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  Gradient Descent
Since simple gradient descent methods play an important role in many appli
cations of neural network training with respect to backpropagation we want
to explain it brie!y Given a starting point 
 
	 we move at each step in the
direction of the negative gradient of the function to be minimized and write

s
 g
s

with 
s
 
s	 
 
s
 But	 as simple this method is as dicult it is to choose
the learning rate  conveniently If  is too large the algorithm can lead to
an increase of the objective function and nally to a divergent oscillation
Otherwise	 if  is too small	 it can become ineciently slow Naturally	 
should be decreased during the minimization process But	 it is very dicult
to nd the right tuning of this parameter Also	 in the case that the surface
of the objective function has a highly variable curvature eigenvalues of the
Hessian are very dierent the local gradient does not directly point to the
minimum This can also lead to very slow convergence There are several
heuristic approaches to improve the convergence rate of the gradient descent
algorithm in the neural network literature see  
  Quasi	Newton Methods
The most frequently called quasiNewton methods are the DavidonFletcher
Powell DFP algorithm and the related BroydenFletcherGoldfarbShanno
BFGS algorithm The basic idea of variable metric methods is to construct
a sequence of matrices B
s
 converging to the Hessian matrix H
lim
s 
B
s
  H
The current approximation B
s
 of H
s
 is maintained and used to nd the
direction d
s
in the sth step by solving
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is obtained after a line search along d
s
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Looking at the Taylor expansion
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we can see	 that
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We would like to use The Hessian matrix here	 but only B
s
 is available
Then B
s	 
 is chosen to satisfy
B
s	 

s
  g
s	 
 g
s
     
which is called the quasiNewton condition In order to preserve the good
properties eg	 positive deniteness of B
s
	 an update
B
s	 
 B
s
E
s
is made	 with E
s
of rank one or two	 so that     remains valid One
often mentioned idea of possible updates comes from the Broyden single
parameter rank family Broyden	  	 what the DFP and BFGS methods
make use of Theoretically	 the positive deniteness of each B
s
is preserved
In practice	 however	 because of roundo errors	 this may not be the case	 and
the resultant search direction may not be a descend one Methods to prevent
this problem by factorization of B
s
are developed see Seber and Wild  
for references
  The Simplex Method
Now we will go into the last type of the mentioned approaches to iterative
minimization	 that are methods without using derivatives One fast and re
liable method is the nonderivative quasiNewton method which uses nite
dierences to estimate the derivatives One direct search method relying only
on the comparison of function values is the wellestablished simplex algorithm	
also called polytope algorithm	 of Nelder and Mead   This method is
completely unrelated and not to be confused with the famous simplex method
for linear optimization
The downhill simplex method for the minimization of a function h of p
variables 
 
    
p
starts with p    starting points which form the vertices
of a nondegenerate simplex The simplex adapts itself to the local landscape
and contracts on to at least a local minimum by shifting the vertex with the
highest function value The advantages of this minimization method are the
following
	 We do not need to compute derivatives
	 There is no onedimensional subminimization necessary
	 The algorithm is easy to understand and not hard to program
Although the algorithm is very slow	 it can be a robust method for problems
whose computational costs are small The computational algorithm is as
follows
	 Choose an initial simplex	 that is p    linear independent starting
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points 
 
    
p	 
in the pdimensional space At each step p  points

 
    
p	 
are ordered and renamed so that
h
 
  h

    h
p	 

The point with the maximum function value	 
p	 
is re!ected through
the centroid

 of the points 
s
with s  p   The resulting new point
is


    

  
p	 
 
where the reection coecient  is a positive constant The further step
depends upon h

 as follows
  If h
 
  h

  h
p
	 then replace 
p	 
by 

and reorder	 else
if
 h

  h
 
	 then do an expansion


 

   

 
where the expansion coecient  is greater than unity If h

 
h

	 then replace 
p	 
by 

 If h

  h

	 then we have a
failed expansion and we replace 
p	 
by 


 If h

 	 h
p
	 so that the new point is still the worst one	 then
take a new 
p	 
which is either the old 
p	 
or 

	 whichever has
the lower function value	 and do an expansion


 
p	 
   

 
where the contraction coecient  lies between 
 and   Now
replace 
p	 
by 

and restart In the case of 

	 min
p	 
  


replace all the 
s
s by 
s

 
 and restart the process A possible
stopping rule could be to accept 
 
	 if the standard error of the
function values at the corners of the simplex falls below a pre
specied value
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Appendix
A  TEST FUNCTIONS FOR PROJECTION PURSUIT
REGRESSION
	 Simple interaction function
g
 
x  y   
 x 
y  
  

	 Radial function
g

x  y  r


 r

  r

 x 


 y  


	 Harmonic function
g


x  y    x
 z

  z  x y  
   
TEST FUNCTIONS FOR PROJECTION PURSUIT REGRESSION 
 
	 Additive function
g

x  y      x  expx   sinx 


 
expy  
 siny  



	 Complicated interaction function
g

x  y     expx sin x 


 expy siny
Index
k nn estimator 
R

 
Activation function 
Alternating conditional expectation 
Backtting   
Backpropagation
algorithm 
momentum term 	

Boston housing data   
Curse of dimensionality   
Data
	M 
Boston housing   
Cargill  
Cargill  
Emission 
FIA 
Taguchi 
Estimator
k nn 
Nadaraya Watson 
Exploratory projection pursuit 
Final prediction error 
Generalized additive model  

Generalized cross validation   
Generalized partial linear models 

Generalized projection pursuit regression

Iteratively reweighted least squares 
Kullback Leibler distance 
Locally weighted regression 
Logistic function 
Median absolute deviation 
Model complexity 	
Multivariate adaptive regression splines 
Nadaraya Watson estimator 
Neural network 
Neural networks
weight decay 	
activation function 
committees 		
cross validation 	
early stopping 		
error functions 
model architecture 
model complexity 	
number of hidden units 		
parameter estimation 
regularization 	
similarity to a PPR model 
starting values 	
Nonlinear partial least squares regression

Nonlinear principal component regression

Partial least squares regression 
Principal component regression 
Projection pursuit regression
backtting 
basic algorithm 
convergence rate 
generalized 
starting projection 
Projection pursuit
classication 
density estimation  
discriminant analysis 
exploratory  
index 
logistic 

Quickprop algorithm 	

Regression
alternating conditional expectation 
generalized projection pursuit 
locally weighted 
multivariate adaptive regression splines

nonlinear partial least squares 
nonlinear principal component 
partial least squares 
principal component 
sliced inverse  
Residual sum of squares 
Root mean squared error of cross
validation 
Root mean squared error of prediction

Sliced inverse regression  
Smoothing spline 	


INDEX 

Spline
multivariate adaptive regression 
smoothing 	
Sum of the absolute deviation 
Supersmoother  	
Training algorithm
batch 	

sequential 	

Weight decay 	
